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LMS OFFERS ESTATE AGENTS VIP TREATMENT TO RICKY HATTON
FIGHT IN LAS VEGAS

LMS, the nation's largest HIP provider, is offering all estate agents and brokers the
chance to win a six day trip to Las Vegas to see Ricky 'The Hitman' Hatton live in action
in December.

The glitz and glamour of the Vegas strip offers everything from spectacular hotels, out-of-this-
world shopping and, of course, VIP treatment at one of the largest global sporting events of the
year when Hatton goes up against 'Pretty Boy' Floyd Mayweather at the world famous MGM
Grand Garden Arena.

Any broker or estate agent (irrespective of whether LMS provides their HIPs) can enter the
competition once by registering at www.lms.com/competition. After registration, for every HIP
instruction received between 8 October and 29 November 2007, brokers and estate agents will
get an additional entry into the prize draw.*

The winners will fly to Las Vegas on 6 December and stay at the four star MGM Grand for five
nights. On fight day, they will be entertained at the spectacular Bellagio Hotel where they will
enjoy a champagne reception, a four course pre-fight lunch, a post-fight buffet with a
complimentary bar, a VIP security pass giving access to the 'Hitman Hospitality Suite', VIP
hostess service during the fight and will end the day partying at the Team Ricky Hatton after-
party at the Hard Rock Café.

Dominic Toller, Director of Marketing & New Business, LMS, commenting on this incredible trip
of a lifetime, said:

"Tickets for the Hatton fight sold out ages ago and so for any estate agent who likes boxing, this
competition is a must. If boxing doesn't appeal then there's the hotels, the casinos, the shops,
the restaurants; the list is endless. For two lucky winners, the bright lights of Vegas are waiting. I
am green with envy!"

*To enter the free prize draw and to view the full terms and conditions please visit www.lms.com/competition


